Abstract-The throughput of concurrent priority queues is pivotal to multiprocessor applications such as discrete event simulation, best-first search and task scheduling. Existing lock-free priority queues are mostly based on skiplists, which probabilistically create shortcuts in an ordered list for fast insertion of elements. The use of skiplists eliminates the need of global rebalancing in balanced search trees and ensures logarithmic sequential search time on average, but the worst-case performance is linear with respect to the input size. In this paper, we propose a quiescently consistent lock-free priority queue based on a multi-dimensional list that guarantees worst-case search time of Oðlog NÞ for key universe of size N. The novel multi-dimensional list (MDList) is composed of nodes that contain multiple links to child nodes arranged by their dimensionality. The insertion operation works by first injectively mapping the scalar key to a high-dimensional vector, then uniquely locating the target position by using the vector as coordinates. Nodes in MDList are ordered by their coordinate prefixes and the ordering property of the data structure is readily maintained during insertion without rebalancing nor randomization. In our experimental evaluation using a micro-benchmark, our priority queue achieves an average of 50 percent speedup over the state of the art approaches under high concurrency.
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INTRODUCTION
S CALABLE non-blocking priority queues are pivotal to the performance of parallel applications on current multicore and future many-core systems. Attempts on parallelizing search algorithms, such as best-first search [3] , do not achieve the desired performance gains due to the lack of scalable concurrent priority queues. Priority task scheduling [27] and discrete event simulation applications [16] also demand high-throughput priority queues to efficiently distribute workload. A priority queues is an abstract data structure that stores a set of key-value pairs where the keys are totally ordered and interpreted as priorities. A priority queue is defined only by its semantics that specify two canonical operations: INSERT, which adds a key-value pair, and DELETEMIN, which returns the value associated with the key of highest priority and removes the pair from the queue. In sequential execution scenarios, priority queues can be implemented on top of balanced search trees or array-based binary heaps [4] . The latter is more efficient in practice because its compact memory footprint exploits spatial locality that optimizes cache utilization. For concurrent accesses by a large number of threads balanced search trees suffer from sequential bottlenecks due to required global rebalancing. Array-based heaps suffer from heavy memory contention in the heapify operation when a newly inserted key ascends to its target location.
In recent research studies [7] , [12] , [16] , [25] , concurrent priority queue algorithms based on skiplists are gaining momentum. A skiplist [21] is a linked list that provides a probabilistic alternative to search trees with logarithmic sequential search time on average. It eliminates the need of rebalancing by using several linked lists, organized into multiple levels, where each list skips a few elements. Links in the upper levels are created with exponentially smaller probability. Due to the nature of randomization, skiplists still exhibit less than ideal linear worst-case search time. Skiplist-based concurrent priority queues have a distributed memory structure that allows concurrent accesses to different parts of the data structure efficiently with low contention. However, INSERT operations on skiplists involve updating shortcut links in distant nodes, which incurs unnecessary data dependencies among concurrent operations and limits the overall throughput. Another bottleneck faced by concurrent priority queues is the inherent sequential semantics required by the DELETEMIN operation [5] . Threads competing to remove the minimal element from the queue squander most of their effort trying to decide which one gets the minimal node. The best existing approach employs logical deletion and batch physical deletion to alleviate the contention on head nodes [16] , but the parallelism achieved by this approach is still limited because threads performing deletion have to traverse all logically deleted nodes and are forced to wait for slow insertions.
In this paper, we present a quiescently consistent lockfree priority queue design based on a multi-dimensional list (MDList). The proposed multi-dimensional list stores ordered key-value pairs and guarantees worst-case sequential search time of Oðlog NÞ where N is the size of the key universe. It is composed of nodes that contain multiple links to the child nodes arranged by their dimensionality, and provides convenient concurrent accesses to different parts of the data structure. The insertion works by first injectively mapping a scalar key into a high dimensional vector, then uniquely locating the target position using the vector as coordinates. Similar to a trie data structure [26] , a node in MDList shares the same coordinate prefix with all of its parent nodes, and the search is done through prefix matching rather than key comparison. As a result, the ordering property of the data structure is readily maintained during insertion without rebalancing nor randomization. The proposed priority queue satisfies lock-freedom, which ensures system wide progress while allowing individual threads to starve [13] . It has the following algorithmic characteristics that aim to further improve the throughput over existing approaches by exploiting a greater level of parallelism and reducing contention among concurrent operations.
Each insertion modifies at most two consecutive nodes, which allows concurrent insertions to be executed with minimal interference. A deletion stack is used to provide hints about the next minimum node so that DELETEMIN operations do not need to traverse logically deleted nodes. Insertions proceed optimistically without blocking overlapping deletions; they synchronize with DELETE-MIN operations only when necessary by rewinding the deletion stack. In our experimental evaluation, we compare our algorithm with Intel TBB's priority queue and the best available skiplistbased priority queues using a micro-benchmark on a 64-core NUMA and a 12-core SMP system for three types of workload. The result shows that on the NUMA system our algorithm outperforms the alternative approaches by an average of 50 percent under high concurrency. On the SMP system, our algorithm achieves the same level of performance as the best skiplist-based approach for mixed workload and outperforms the alternatives for insert-only workload. We also show that the dimensionality of an MDList-based priority queue can be tuned to fit different workloads.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review existing concurrent priority queue algorithms. In Section 3, we define the multi-dimensional list data structure and introduce the sequential search algorithm. We present the concurrent INSERT and DELETEMIN operations for our MDList-based lock-free priority queue in Section 4. We reason about its correctness and progress properties in Section 5. The performance evaluation and result analysis is given in Section 6. We conclude the paper in Section 7.
RELATED WORK
As a fundamental data structure, concurrent priority queues have been extensively studied in the literature. Early concurrent priority queue algorithms are mostly adaptations of the sequential heap data structure. Hunt et al. [15] present a fine-grained locking approach that is built on a number of earlier heap-based algorithms. Herlihy [11] uses an arraybased binary heap as an example for the universal construction of lock-free data structures. It requires that each thread only modify a local copy of the heap and updates the pointer to the heap using atomic operations. This serves as a fault tolerance scheme to avoid deadlocks rather than exploit fine-grained parallelism. Both of these approaches, like all heap-based algorithms, suffer from sequential bottlenecks and contention due to the compact memory layout of the data structure. We omit detailed discussion on more heap-based approaches as empirical evidence collected on modern multi-core platforms shows that they are outperformed by recent skiplist-based structures [23] , [25] .
Pugh [20] designs a concurrent skiplist with per-pointer locks, where an update to a pointer must be protected by a lock. Shavit [24] discovers that the highly decentralized skiplist is suitable for shared-memory systems and presents a bounded priority queue based on Pugh's algorithm using fixed bins. However, this approach only supports a small set of fixed priorities whereas our approach supports an arbitrary range of keys. Shavit and Lotan [23] also propose the first unbounded concurrent priority queue based on a skiplist. Their locking approach employs logical deletion (by marking the target) that kept a specialized pointer to the current minimal item, and each DELETEMIN operation has to traverse the lowest level list until it finds an unmarked item. A lock-free adaptation of this algorithm was later presented by Herlihy and Shavit [13] . Sundell and Tsigas [25] present the first linearizable lock-free priority queue based on a skiplist. They guarantee linearizability by forcing threads to help physically remove a node before moving past it. Herlihy et al. [12] propose an optimistic concurrent skiplist that simplifies previous work and allows for easy proof of correctness while maintaining comparable performance. Recently, Linden and Jonsson [16] propose a skiplist-based lock-free priority queue that addresses the sequential bottleneck of the DELETEMIN operation. Their design uses a logical deletion scheme similar to Shavit and Lotan's approach described above, but provides significant performance improvement by performing physical deletions in batch. The drawback was that the logically deleted nodes have to always form a prefix of the lowest level list, and physical deletions cannot pass ongoing insertions.
As recognized by the above researches, the DELETEMIN operation presents the biggest scalability challenge for concurrent priority queues. Concurrent data structures that are strictly adherent to linearizability often pay a price for performance and scalability. Relaxed semantics for concurrent data structures are proposed to provide considerable performance benefit when tight synchronization is not absolutely necessary [1] , [10] . Henzinger et al. [10] proposed a formalization of semantics relaxation for concurrent priority queues. Alistarh et al. [2] present a relaxed algorithm by allowing deletion threads to randomly pick a node within a certain priority range. Wimmer et al. [27] study the performance of semantically relaxed priority queues for task scheduling. While the above approaches study the tradeoffs of semantic relaxation, this paper tries to exploit the performance benefit of relaxing the consistency criteria.
The proposed MDList also bears some similarity to trie data structures [8] , [26] in that the keys are ordered by their prefixes: a node always shares the same key prefix with its parent nodes. Lock-free trie designs such as the concurrent tries [19] and the skiptrie [18] provides log-logarithm search time, but their algorithm cannot be readily transfered to a priority queue implementation. One difficulty is that the minimum item in a trie is stored in a leaf node, so its retrieval has to be done through repetitive search. Designing linearizable DELETEMIN is also challenging in a trie, because new minimum items can be concurrently inserted at higher level while the DELETEMIN operation proceeds to lower levels. MDList, on the other hand, behaves like a heap where the root node always holds the item with the smallest key.
MULTI-DIMENSIONAL LIST
The core idea of a multi-dimensional list is to partition a linked list into shorter lists and rearrange them in a multidimensional space to facilitate search. Just like a point in a D-dimensional space, a node in a D-dimensional list can be located by a D-dimensional coordinate vector. The search operation examines one coordinate at a time and locates correspondent partitions by traversing nodes that belong to each dimension. The search time is bounded by the dimensionality of the data structure and logarithmic time is achieved by choosing D to be a logarithm of the key range.
From Linked List to 2DList
An ordered linked list keeps its nodes sorted linearly as if they were attached to a one-dimensional line. To find an existing node or insert a new node, one starts from the head and examines each node consecutively. The search time is linear with respect to the list capacity. The linked list illustrated in Fig. 1a has 16 nodes partitioned into four columns. This arrangement reveals a property concealed by the typical one-dimensional representation: the nodes are sorted along the columns as well as across the rows, and each column contains a unique range of nodes that have greater keys than the nodes in the previous column. Because a column is substantially shorter than the entire list, we can locate a node much faster if we firstly determine which column the node resides, and search for it within the column. However, a one-dimensional linked list lacks two essential properties required by the above search scheme: 1) shortcut links among columns which allow the search operation to switch from one column to another; 2) a function that maps keys into key ranges covered by each column.
We show a sample construction of a 2DList that satisfies these requirements in Fig. 1b . We replace the pointers linking the bottom nodes to the top nodes in Fig. 1a by links among the top nodes so that the top of each column form a one-dimensional linked list. This essentially converts the linked list into a tree, but we find it more intuitive to visualize it as a multi-dimensional list when discussing the algorithms in the following sections. We also compute a two-dimensional vector k ¼ ðk 0 ; k 1 Þ based on the integer key, which serves as a node's unique coordinates in the two-dimensional space. We discuss the mapping from integer keys to vectors in more detail in Section 3.4. The nodes are arranged such that the top nodes of each column are ordered by k 0 , while every node in one column shares the same k 0 and is ordered by k 1 . We call the top nodes dimension 0 nodes (because they are ordered by the 0th element in the coordinate vector), and the nodes in each column dimension 1 nodes. To search for a node, for example ð2; 3Þ, we begin by traversing the dimension 0 nodes as if we were traversing a one-dimension linked list. The difference is that instead of examining the actual key we examine the k 0 of each node and compare it against the target's k 0 . We stop at node ð2; 0Þ, and continue to traverse the third column, which consists of dimension 1 nodes. We look for the node with k 1 ¼ 3 and eventually locate the target. The average and worst-case search times are reduced to a square root of the original times, and we can further improve them by extending the 2DList into higher dimensions.
Definition
We generalize the construction of the 2DList to a list of arbitrary dimensions and give the following definition of our multi-dimensional list. In an ordered multi-dimensional list, we associate every node with a coordinate vector k, and determine the order among nodes lexicographically based on k. A dimension d node should share a coordinate prefix of length d with its parent. The following requirement prescribes the exact arrangement of nodes according to their coordinates. Definition 2. Given a non-root node of dimension d with coordinate k ¼ ðk 0 ; . . . ; k DÀ1 Þ and its parent with coordinate
A fundamental property is that a high-dimensional list can be decomposed into low-dimensional lists: every dimension 0 node in a D-dimensional list can be seen as the root node of a ðD À 1Þ-dimensional list. If we repeat the decomposition process recursively, we obtain multi-dimensional lists with fewer and fewer dimensions and eventually we arrive at a single node. This is analogous to affine subspaces, or flats, in a Z D !0 -affine space. The design of the search algorithm detailed in Section 3.5, is based on prefix traveling the of the affine space.
Structures
We define the structures of a sequential MDList in Algorithm 1. The dimension of an MDList is denoted by a constant integer D and the range of the keys by N. The class of MDList itself also contains a pointer to the head (root) node. The functions presented in the following sections are member functions of the MDList class, which means they have access to the class fields by default. A node in MDList contains a key-value pair, an array k½D of integers as the coordinate vector, and an array of child pointers in which the dth pointer links to a dimension d child node. Since nodes of high dimensions have less children than nodes of low dimensions, for a d dimension node it is possible to allocate a child array that fits only d pointers to reduce memory consumption. However, for simplicity, we choose to allocate child arrays of size D where D is the dimension of the MDList for all nodes. For a dimension d node, only the indices d through D À 1 of its child array are valid while the rest are unused. We do not need to store the dimension of a node in the node, it is implicitly deduced by the search algorithm based on the index of the node's pointer in its parent's child array. 
Vector Coordinates
There are two requirements for the function that maps a scalar key into a high dimensional vector: 1) it is injective or one-to-one (i.e. distinctness among the keys are preserved); 2) it is monotonic (i.e. the original order among the scalar keys are preserved in the vectors, which are decided by Definition 2). Additionally, it would be beneficial if the vector coordinates are uniformly distributed so that each dimension of the MDList holds comparable number of nodes. Uniform distribution minimizes the number of nodes in each dimension and consequently optimize the search time. A counter example would be mapping all keys to the first coordinate (i.e. fðkÞ 7 ! ðk; 0; . . . ; 0Þ), which essential degenerate MDList to a linked list because nodes are not populated to higher dimensions. There are infinitely many functions that meet the above requirements. In Algorithm 2, we present a simple method that uniformly maps integer keys within the range ½0; NÞ into a coordinate vector. We first compute the maximum number of nodes in each dimension based on the range of the keys N. In practice, the range of keys is usually known prior to the execution either explicitly through the user specification of the user application or implicitly through the key's data type. For example, if the keys are 32-bit integers and we choose the dimension of MDList to be 8, then in each dimension there are at most 16 ( ffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi 2 32 8 p ) keys. We can then obtain the coordinate vector by converting the base of the original key. In the above case, each digit in the 16-based number corresponds to a coordinate in an 8-dimension vector. Given a key of 1,000, its 16-based representation is 0x3E8 and the coordinates would be (0,0,0,0,0,3,E,8). In general, to uniformly distribute keys within range ½0; NÞ in a D-dimension space, the maximum number of keys in each dimension is
The mapping from an integer key to its vector coordinates is essentially converting it to an b-based number and using each digit as an entry in the D-dimension vector.
Algorithm 3. Search for a Node with Coordinates k
while curr 6 ¼ NIL and k½d > curr:k½d do 5:
curr curr:child½d 6:
if curr ¼ NIL or k½d < curr:k½d then return NIL 7:
Like previous skiplist-based algorithms [7] , [16] , [25] , we focus on unique integer keys in this paper. Duplicate priorities can be handled by building keys so that only some bits represent real priorities and the rest bits are chosen to distinguish unique instances of the same priority. For example, if the application desires 65,536 priority levels one can use 32-bit integer keys and dedicate the lower 16 bits as unique identifiers.
Search
We outlined the search process for a simple 2DList in Section 3.1. Following the same methodology, we present the search algorithm for a D-dimensional list in Algorithm 3. The SEARCH function returns the node containing the coordinates k if it exists. Given a D-dimensional list, we search for an element by traversing the dimension d nodes that do not overshoot the node containing the coordinates being searched for (line 3.4). 1 When it is not possible to make further progress at the current dimension, the search advances to the next dimension (line 3.7). According to the condition on lines 3.4 and 3.6, the search only increases the dimension if curr node exists and k½d ¼ curr:k½d, which guarantees that those pivot nodes always share the same coordinate prefix as the node being searched for. The outer while loop terminates when the search has visited all of the nodes in the highest dimension (line 3.3). If so, curr must be immediately in front of the node that contains the desired coordinates , i.e. the search must have exhaustively compared every coordinate of curr with k and they match. Otherwise, the search failed to proceed to the highest dimension (early termination on line 3.6), and the target node is not in the list. Fig. 2 illustrates a 3DList with up to four nodes in each dimension. To search a node, say ð3; 3; 2Þ. The traverse begins at the root node and proceeds through all dimension 0 nodes. It then increases the search dimension d and continues to traverse the 2DList rooted at ð3; 0; 0Þ. The search further increases dimension and continues to traverse the 1DList rooted at ð3; 3; 0Þ before reaching the target node.
It is straightforward to deduce that the worst-case time complexity of the search algorithm is OðD Á MÞ where M is the maximum number of nodes in one dimension. For keys within the range of ½0; NÞ, if we uniformly map them into the D-dimensional vectors using Algorithm 2, M is bounded by
. This serves as a guideline for choosing D in sequential scenarios. For example, a 32DList that holds two nodes in each dimension provides comparable performance to that of balanced search trees with 32-bit integer keys.
Insertion and Deletion
A unique property of MDList, which makes it suitable for concurrent accesses, is the locality of its insertion and deletion: each operation requires updating at most two consecutive nodes in the data structure. For brevity, we outline the sequential insertion and deletion in this section. The pseudo code is presented in Section 4 when we explain in detail the concurrent versions of the algorithms.
The insertion operation involves two steps: node splicing and child adoption. In the first step, we search and splice as depicted by the dashed green arrows in Fig. 2 . The appropriate insert position of the new node is determined by using a modified version of the SEARCH algorithm, which keeps a record of the predecessor and the dimension of the new node (the index of the new node in its predecessor's child array). Splicing involves pointing to the old child of the predecessor from the new node and updating the child pointer of the predecessor. In Fig. 2 , we insert a new node ð2; 0; 0Þ between its predecessor ð1; 0; 2Þ and the predecessor's old child ð2; 0; 1Þ. The new node becomes a dimension 0 child of its predecessor and the old child becomes a dimension 2 child of the new node. The second step is needed when the dimension of the old child has been changed due to the insertion of a new node. This extra child adoption process ensures that the nodes which are no longer accessible through the old child can be reached through the new node. According to Definition 1 the dimension of a node's children should be no less than the dimension of the node itself. If the dimension of a node increases from d to d 0 , its children within the range of ½d; d 0 Þ must be adopted. As marked by the dotted red arrows in Fig. 2 , the new node takes over two children ð3; 0; 0Þ and ð2; 1; 0Þ from the old child ð2; 0; 1Þ, the dimension of which increased from 0 to 2.
The head node (n head ) of an MDList is always associated with the smallest key. The DELETEMIN operation should discard n head by identifying the node with the next smallest key (n next ), and setting it to be the new head node. According to Section 3.4, n next is the first non-empty child of n head when we reversely traverse n head 's child array from index D À 1 to 0. After becoming the new head node, n next has a dimensionality of 0. The deletion operation needs to adopt children in a similar way to that in an insertion operation: if n next 's dimensionality decreased from d to 0, n next inherits n head 's children within the range of ½0; dÞ.
LOCK-FREE PRIORITY QUEUE
The proposed MDList provides convenient support for concurrent INSERT operations because of its decentralized structure. As mentioned in Section 3.6, each insertion takes one or two steps and updates no more than two consecutive nodes. We guarantee lock-free progress in the node splicing step by using a single-word COMPAREANDSWAP (CAS) atomic synchronization primitive to atomically swing the child pointer in a similar way to that of a lock-free linked list [9] . To provide for lock-free progress in the child adoption step, we need to announce the operation globally using descriptor objects. This allows the interrupting threads to help finish the adoption in case the insertion thread is preempted.
The DELETEMIN operation described in Section 3.6 poses a scalability challenge for concurrent executions because constant child adoption incurs heavy contention on the head node. To avoid such performance penalties, our lock-free DELETEMIN operations mark nodes for logical deletion [6] , and perform physical deletions in batch at a later stage when memory accesses are less congested.
Data Structure
We define the structures of the lock-free priority queue in Algorithm 4. The descriptor object ADOPTDESC is a data structure that stores context for a pending child adoption operation [13] . The adesc field in the NODE structure signifies an interrupted child adoption task, and guides other threads to help finish it. The HEADNODE is a NODE with an additional version number. We keep track of the version of the head node to help the insertion operation decide on a proper position for rewinding the deletion stack. We employ the pointer marking technique described by Harris [9] to mark adopted child nodes as well as logically deleted nodes. The macros for pointer marking are defined in Algorithm 5. F adp and F prg flags are co-located with the child pointers while F del flag is co-located with the val field. A node is considered logically deleted when its val field has been marked. The deletion stack, STACK, consists of an array of D node pointers and a head pointer. The pointer at index D À 1 points to the last known logically deleted node, while pointers at indices ½0; D À 1Þ point to its parents at previous dimensions. All nodes in the stack form a path through which the next unmarked node can be reached. The priority queue is initialized with a dummy head node, which has the minimal key 0. The node array in the deletion stack is initially filled with the dummy head. 
Invariants
We list the invariants that are satisfied by the concurrent priority queue object at all times. A brief proof is sketched after explaining the algorithms in details. By a node, we refer to an object of type Node that has been allocated and successfully linked to an existing node. We denote the head node with ver ¼ i by head i , and the set of nodes that are reachable from Invariant 3 states that the ordering property described by Definition 2 is kept at all times. 
Concurrent DeleteMin
One limitation with previous logical deletion approaches is that they need to traverse all logically deleted nodes before reaching the next unmarked node [16] , [23] . This proves to be troublesome especially for an MDList-based priority queue. Since an MDList is a rooted tree, reaching for the minimum node is done by a traversing procedure similar to a depth first search. As the search extends to higher dimensions, it traverses exponentially more nodes, which slows down logical deletion. Additionally, a naive implementation of the search algorithm based on recursion may lead to poor performance because of the overhead of function calls. We use a deletion stack to hint the DELETEMIN operation about the position of next smallest node. The advantage of employing the deletion stack is twofold: 1) it reduces node traversal by providing hints about the position of the next smallest node; 2) it converts the typically recursion-based search algorithm into an iteration-based one. Fig. 3a illustrates an example of how the deletion stack s is used in a logical deletion operation. Nodes in red are marked for deletion. To find the next unmarked node, the DELETEMIN operation starts the search from the last entry of the stack instead of the head node. It reads s:node½2 ¼ ð1; 1; 3Þ and examines the dimension 2 child s:node½2: child½2. If the next smallest node exists, its earliest possible position should be s:node½2:child½2. This is because s:node½2 has the largest key among known marked nodes, and its smallest children should be assigned with the highest dimensionality according to Definition 2. In this example, node (1,1,3) does not have any child, so the operation traces back the stack to find the parent node of (1,1,3 ). It reads s:node½1 ¼ ð1; 1; 2Þ and examines the child s:node½1: child½1 ¼ ð1; 2; 1Þ, which is the next unmarked node. After marking node (1,2,1) for deletion, the operation needs to submit an updated deletion stack s 0 to reflect its progress. s 0 is obtained by replacing the last two entries in s with the newly marked node (1,2,1).
Logical Deletion
Algorithm 6 lists the concurrent DELETEMIN operation for a D-dimensional list. The operation backtracks the stack s until it reaches the top (line 6.6) or finds an entry s:node½d whose child s:node½d:child½d is not marked (line 6.22). In concurrent executions, s:node½d:child½d might have been marked by competing DELETEMIN threads. If this is the case, as detected by the condition check on line 6.15, the operation updates the local copy of the deletion stack (line 6.17) 2 and 2. We use indexing notion ½a : b to address elements within the range of ½a; bÞ.
starts anew (line 6.18). Note that the operation does not need to examine s:node½d:child½d 0 ; 8d 0 2 ½d þ 1; DÞ because it must have examined them in previous iterations given that s is valid (Invariant 4). After successfully marking a node, the operation updates the shared stack (line 6.24) using CAS. 
Physical Deletion
The physical deletion operation, or PURGE, discards logically deleted nodes in batch and prepare them for memory reclamation. The existence of purge is not needed for correct execution of our priority queue algorithm, but timely purges ensure efficient execution of the logical deletion operations. We initiate a physical deletion if the logical deletion operation had to traverse too many marked nodes before reaching the unmarked node (line 6.25). The threshold R should be sufficient large such that the purge takes advantage of batch processing, but not too large to hinder the progress of logical deletion operations. We give more details on choosing appropriate threshold R in Section 6.
In Fig. 3b , we purge the group of logically deleted nodes by introducing a new dummy head node (hd new ). The layout of both the purged nodes (shaded ones) and the remaining nodes (black ones), as well as the linkage between the two groups, are preserved. This effectively produces two valid MDLists rooted at hd and hd new respectively. Subsequent insertion operations will start from hd new , but ongoing insertions that started from hd can still finish. The placeholder node prg copy , which is a copy of prg, is necessary to maintain the dimensionality of the remaining nodes. Without prg copy , node (1,2,1) has to be promoted as the dimension 0 child of hd new in the new MDList. This alternation to the layout of the remaining nodes causes inconsistent dimensionality, e.g., node (1,2,1) is still the dimension 1 child of node (1,1,2) when accessed through the old MDList head hd.
Algorithm 7 lists the detailed purge operation. Given the last node to purge (prg), the LOCATEPIVOT function 3 identifies for each dimension d 2 ½0; DÞ a pivot node (pvt) such that 8i 2 ½0; dÞ; pvt:k½i ¼ prg:k½i^pvt:k½d prg:k½d. The pivot node (pvt) divides the d-dimensional sublist such that itself along with its predecessors will be purged while its successors will be kept. pvt:child½d is linked to either hd new or prg copy in a manner that preserves its current dimensionality. To prevent pvt:child½d from being changed by concurrent insertions, we employ the same pointer marking technique as the child adoption process using a different flag F prg (line 7.27). After the purge, nodes between hd and prg can be safely reclaimed when all threads have concluded their operations on the old MDList rooted at hd. We use an epoch-based garbage collector [6] , [20] to reclaim the memory of dynamically allocated nodes. This kind of garbage collection is light weight and efficient, but it requires that the objects which are longer reference to be explicitly added to a garbage list. Since we only process the physical deletion in the purge function, the thread performing purge are solely responsible for putting purged nodes on the list. Each purge creates a garbage list identified by the version of the head being purged. Every time a thread starts an operation it observes the current head version: for INSERT it is head:ver; for DELETE-MIN it is stack:head:ver. Once all threads have observed the same head version v, the garbage list associated with v À 1 can be safely reclaimed. For the descriptor objects and deletion stacks, we employ reference courting [17] because those are transient objects that do not reference each other. We could reuse them as quickly as possible so that the heap need not to accommodate defunct-but-unusable descriptors and stacks. The new node should be inserted as the dimension dp child of the pred node, while a non-empty curr node will become the dimension dc child of the new node. Regardless of the dimensionality of the data structure, pred and curr are the only nodes that is updated by an insertion. The CAS-based loop restarts when the CAS fails under three circumstances: 1) the desired child slot has been updated by a competing insertion; 2) the desired child slot has been marked invalid by a child adoption process; and 3) the desired child slot has been marked invalid by a purge operation. The deletion stack needs to be rewound (line 8.18) if the new node was inserted into a position that cannot be reached by subsequent DELETE-MIN operations. We explain this synchronization mechanism in details in Section 4.4.2. node:adesc:dp dp; node:adesc:dc dc 36: node:child½0 : dp F adp 37: node:child½dp : D NIL 38: node:child½dc curr
Preservation of Invariants
Helping with Child Adoption
The FINISHIINSERTING function in Algorithm 9 performs child adoption on a given node n. Child adoption is necessary when the insertion of n demotes its immediate child node (curr) to a higher dimension (line 8.32). As described in Section 3.6, n needs to adopt multiple children curr: child½i; i 2 ½dp; dcÞ. Before a child pointer can be copied, we must safeguard it so that it cannot be changed by concurrent insertions while the copy is in progress. This is done by setting the F adp flag in the child pointers (line 9.10). Once the flag is set either by this thread or by other threads, the function proceeds to copy the pointer to n (line 9.12). Finally, the descriptor field in n is cleared to designate the operation's completion.
Algorithm 9. Child Adoption 1: function FINISHINSERTING (Node Ã n; int dp; int dc) 2: if n ¼ NIL then 3: return 4: AdoptDesc* ad n:adesc 5: if ad ¼ NIL or dc < ad:dp or dp > ad:dc then 6: return 7: Node* child; curr ad:curr 8: int dp ad:dp; dc ad:dc 9: for i 2 ½dp; dcÞ do 10:
child FetchAndOrð&curr:child½i; F adp Þ 11: child ClearMarkðchild; F adp Þ 12:
CASð&n:child½i; NIL; childÞ 13: n:adesc NIL
The child adoption task is usually completed by the thread that just successfully inserted node n (line 8.17). However, helping is enforced if another thread tries to read n:child½d; d 2 ½n:adesc:dp; n:adesc:dcÞ before the insertion thread could finish the child adoption task. For example, on line 8.24 LOCA-TEPRED helps curr node prior to reading curr:child½dc. The search process can continue without restart because the child adoption appears transparent to traversing operations, i.e., the helping task does not alter already traversed nodes. In our algorithms, all accesses to a node's child pointers are lead by a call to FINISHINSERTING, which enforces child adoption and ensures consistency.
Synchronizing Insert with DeleteMin
In our design, INSERT and DELETEMIN are synchronized through the stack rewind mechanism. Intuitively, a deletion thread "advances" the deletion stack while an insertion thread "rewinds" the stack when it detects that the stack points to a position beyond the new node. The insertion rewinds the stack to a position before the newly inserted node so that it is made visible to future deletion threads. In contrast with the previous approach [16] , in which logically deleted nodes are required to form a prefix, our approach allows insertion threads to proceed optimistically without blocking deletion threads until the new nodes are in place.
Algorithm 10 determines the exact position of rewound stack s based on the temporal relation between s and s old (as ordered by head version head:ver), and categorizes the rewinds into three scenarios as shown in Fig. 4 . For simplicity, we depict logical ordering of nodes rather than the physical layout of the MDList. Fig. 4a illustrate the first case, in which the head node is unchanged (line 10.4). If s old points to a node with larger key than that of the new node, we rewind the stack to the new node's predecessor (line 10.6). Otherwise, deletion threads have yet to reach the new node and we can skip the rewind except for the first iteration, in which case we update the stack as it is to make sure the new node will not be skipped by concurrent deletions (line 10.7). In the second case, s is more recent than s old , which means s old :head has been purged. As shown in the top diagram of Fig. 4b , we need to rewind the stack to the new head given by prg:val to ensure the new node is reachable (line 10.12). During a purge operation, we duplex nodes' val fields to store two convenient pointers (dashed arrows in Fig. 4b) : one in the purged head node pointing to the last purged node (line 7.18); another in the last purged node pointing to the new head node (line 7.19). The DELETEMIN operation will switch to the new head if it detects the node has been purged (line 6.19). We thus keep the stack as it is if s old has not reached the last purged node. This is depicted in the bottom diagram of Fig. 4b .
In the last case, s old is more recent (line 10.9). If the new node is inserted before the last purged node, as shown in the top diagram of Fig. 4c , it cannot be reached through s old . We rewind the stack to the predecessor. On the other hand, if the new node is inserted after the last purged node (bottom of Fig. 4) , we rewind the stack to the next head (prg:val) regardless the position of the s old to ensure reachability.
Preservation of Invariants
INSERT preserves Invariant 1.
Proof. By observing the statements at lines 8.36 and 9.10 we see that the F adp flags are properly initialized before linking a new node to its predecessor and updated properly whenever a child is adopted. t u
INSERT preserves Invariant 2.
Proof. At the start, the structure contains a single dummy head node and the invariant holds trivially. Any new node is initially placed at a position reachable from head because the node traversed by LOCATEPRED form a consecutive path p 0 . Note the condition checks in (lines 8.22 and 8.26), we have i < j ) d i d j 8d i ; d j 2 p 0 . Though the path may be altered by subsequent insertions, we do not unlink nodes from the data structure. The claim follows by noting that an insertion either adds a new node to p 0 or replaces an existing node in p 0 , i.e., p 0 p. t u
INSERT preserves Invariant 3.
Proof. Initially the invariants trivially holds. The linkage among nodes can be changed by insertion, child adoption. Insert preserves the invariants because the condition checks on lines 8.22 and 8.26 guarantee that 8i 2 ½0; dpÞ pred:k½i ¼ node:k½i^pred:k½dp < node:k½dp.
Child adoption preserves the invariant because 8i 2 ½dp; dcÞ node:k½i ¼ curr:k½i < curr:child½i:k½i. The entries within the range of ½0; dp are valid because LOCATEPRED updates them by following a path starting from s:head (line 8.10) such that 8dc 2 ½1; dp; s:node½dc ¼ s:node½dc À 1 :child½dc:::child½dc |fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl} 0 or more copies (lines 8.25 and 8.29). t u
CORRECTNESS
In this section, we sketch a proof of the main correctness property of the presented priority queue algorithm, which is quiescent consistency. Additionally, we discuss how stricter correctness conditions such as linearizability can be guaranteed through the use of time-stamps. We explain the relaxation of the DELETEMIN operation when the concurrent object is executed without quiescent periods. We begin by defining the abstract state of a sequential priority queue and then show how to map the internal state of our concrete priority queue object to the abstract state. We denote the abstract state of a sequential priority queue to be a set P . Equation (1) specifies that an INSERT operation grows the set if the key being inserted does not exist. Equations (2) and (3) specify that a DELETEMIN operation shrinks a non-empty set by removing the key-value pair with the smallest key
DeleteMinðÞ ¼ P n hk; vi P 6 ¼ ; ;
where 8hk 0 ; v 0 i 2 P; k
State Mapping
Now we consider the concurrent priority queue object. We show that the unmarked nodes which are accessible through the deletion stack form a strictly well-ordered set that is equivalent to P . Recall that we define the set of all nodes as L ¼ S m i¼0 L i where m ¼ head:ver in Section 4.2. Lemma 1. At any time, nodes in L i , including those marked for logical deletion, form an MDList that complies with Definition 1.
Proof. Invariant 1 shows that for any node n with dimension d, only children with dimension greater or equal to d is accessible, thus the dimension of a node is always no greater than the dimensions of its children. t u Lemma 2. Logically deleted nodes appear transparent to traversing operations.
. Fig. 4 . Three stack rewind scenarios (black nodes are normal; red nodes are logically deleted; shaded nodes are purged).
Proof. Note that the val field of a logically deleted node is marked by flag F del , which renders the key-value pair stored in that node obsolete. Follow Invariant 2, a logically deleted key-value pair still occupy a valid node in the structure before it is physically removed. Its location withing the data structure is still consistent with its embed coordinates, making it a valid routing node. In summary, Lemma 4 states that the deletion stack splits the nodes in L i into two groups: those that are reachable by the DELETEMIN algorithm and those that are not. We define the latter by M i ¼ fnjn 2 L i^n :key stack:node½D À 1: keyg, and M ¼ S m i¼0 M i . We also define the set of logically deleted nodes by S ¼ fnjn 2 L^IsMarkedðn:val; F del Þ ¼ trueg. Together with Lemmas 1 and 2, the abstract state can then be defined as P L n M n S.
Quiescent Consistency and Linearizability
We now sketch a proof that our algorithm is a quiescently consistent priority queue implementation that complies with the abstract semantics. Quiescent consistency states that method calls separated by a period of quiescence should appear to take effect according to their real time order [13] . Linearizability requires a method to take effect instantaneously at some point after the operations starts and before it ends [14] . We first identify the linearization point for each operation to show that the INSERT operation is linearizable with respect to other concurrent INSERT operations, and the DELETEMIN operation is linearizable with respect to other DELETEMIN operations. Proof. A DELETEMIN operation updates the abstract state by growing S. The decision point for it to take effect is when the CAS operation on line 6.22 successfully marks a node for deletion, or on line 6.6 when it reaches the last node in the deletion stack without finding an unmarked node. In the first case, Equations (2) and (3) hold because
In the second case,
However, concurrent execution of DELETEMIN and INSERT operations may violate the real time ordering required quiescent consistency. Fig. 5 shows a such example. Thread 1 finishes its insertion before thread 2 starts it insertion, but thread 3, which concurrently executes DELETEMIN, returns 7 because it reads the deletion stack at T 1 before thread 1 is able to update the stack at T 2. This is because only those nodes fnjn = 2 M i g are reachable from stack i . At the beginning of the DELETEMIN operation, the deletion stack is read once on line 6.4. The subsequent traversal will not be aware of any unmarked nodes removed from M.
One method of designing a linearizable algorithm is the time-stamping mechanism adopted by Shavit and Lotan in [23] , in which each deletion thread returns the minimal undeleted node among those inserted completely before it reads the deletion stack. After a node is inserted on line 8.16, it acquires a time-stamp. A deletion thread notes the time at which it reads the stack and only processes nodes with a smaller time-stamp. This time-stamping mechanism ensures that the DELETEMIN operations see a consistent abstract state throughout the search process.
Lock Freedom
Our algorithm is lock-free because it guarantee that for every possibly execution scenario, at least one thread makes progress. We prove this by examining unbounded loops in all possible execution paths, which can delay the termination of the operations. Proof. We observe that FINISHINSERTING does not contain unbounded loop. For PURGE, the repeat loops on line 7.27 are subject to fail and retry when another insertion thread concurrently updates pvt:child½i. The number of retries is bounded by ffiffiffiffi ffi N D p , which is the maximum Proof. Note that all shared variables are concurrently modified by CAS operations, and the CAS-based unbounded loops (lines 8. 16, 6.22, and 10.22) , only retry when a CAS operation fails. This means that for any subsequent retry, there must be one CAS that succeeded, which caused the termination of the loop. All reads of child pointer are preceded by FINISHINSERTING, which completes child adoption in finite steps to ensure consistency. Furthermore, our implementation does not contain cyclic dependencies between CAS-based loops, which means that the corresponding operation will progress. t u
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
We compare the performance of our algorithm (MDPQ) against Intel TBB's concurrent priority (TBBPQ) [22] , Linden and Jonsson's linearizable priority queue (LJPQ) [16] , and Herlihy and Shavit's quiescently consistent priority queue (HSPQ) [13] . Intel TBB is an established industry standard concurrent library. TBBPQ is based on an array-based heap and employs a dedicated aggregator thread to perform all operations. It is not lock-free because a halting aggregator thread prevents system wide progress. LJPQ is the best available linearizable priority queue that minimizes contention on the head node. HSPQ shares the same correctness guarantee as our algorithm. Both LJPQ and HSPQ are built on top of Fraser's [6] state of the art lock-free skiplist implementation and use the epoch-based garbage collection. TBBPQ allocates contiguous memory chunks with growing capacity but never free them until the termination of the object. For fair comparison of the algorithm themselves, we disable memory reclamation for all approaches and do not use any back-off strategies. We employ a micro-benchmark to evaluate the performance of these approaches for uniformly distributed unique 32-bit keys. This canonical evaluation method [9] , [16] , [23] , [25] consists of a tight loop that randomly chooses to perform either an INSERT or a DELETEMIN operation. Each thread performs one million operations and we take the average from three runs. The tests are conducted on a 64-core NUMA system (four AMD opteron 6,272 CPUs with 16 cores per chip @2.1 GHz) and a 12-core SMP system (one Intel Xeon X5670 CPU with hyper-threading @2.9GHz). Both the micro-benchmark and the priority queue implementations 4 are compiled with GCC 4.7 with level three optimizations.
Throughput
Figs. 6a, 6b and 6c illustrate the throughput of the algorithms on the NUMA system. The y-axis represents the throughput measured by operation per second, and the x-axis represents the number of threads. In Fig. 6a , threads perform solely INSERT operations. We observe that the skiplistbased and MDList-based approaches explore fine-grained parallelism and exhibit similar scalability trends. The throughput increases linearly until 16 threads, and continues to increase at a slower pace until 64 threads. Because executions beyond 16 threads span across multiple chips, the performance growth is slightly reduced due to the cost of remote memory accesses. The executions are no longer fully concurrent beyond 64 threads, thus the overall throughput is capped and may even reduce due to context switching overhead. The performance of LJPQ are on par with HSPQ because they employs identical skiplist insertion algorithms. Our priority queue based on an 8DList (8DPQ) achieves a 24 percent speedup over LJPQ on 16 threads and a further 50 percent speedup on 64 threads. Each insertion in MDPQ modifies at most two consecutive nodes, incurring less remote memory access than skiplist-based approaches. When we increase the dimensionality of MDPQ to 16, we obtain on average a 50 percent throughput gain over 8DPQ. A 16DPQ contains at most four nodes in each dimension. In order to reach the target position the search operation traverses a maximum of 64 nodes comparing to 128 nodes in a 8DPQ. Further increases in dimensionality can result in diminishing returns for concurrent INSERT. The growing number of child pointers causes synchronization overhead that cancels the benefit of having less nodes in each dimension. TBBPQ, on the other hand, exhibits reduced throughput when increasing the number of threads. Its heap-based structure achieves high throughput on a single thread, but the aggregator effectively serializes all operations and limits the throughput in concurrent executions. Fig. 6b shows the results for DELETEMIN operations. We fill the data structures with one million elements and measure the time it takes to dequeue them. The overall throughput decreases as the number of threads increases, which matches the observation that DELETEMIN is the sequential bottleneck of a priority queue algorithm. Throughput of HSPQ drops significantly because it initiates physical deletion for every logically deleted node. The physical deletion constantly swings pointers which causes heavy content on the head node. 8DPQ and LJPQ achieve comparable performance because they both employ batch physical deletion, which reduces the total number of pointer updates. 4DPQ outperforms LJPQ by 50 percent starting from 16 threads because the number of pointers, which the deletion needs to update, reduces as dimensionality decreases. TBBPQ is able to keep a constant throughput starting from 4 threads. As the DELETEMIN operation is intrinsically sequential, having a dedicated aggregator helps relieve contention by allowing other threads to wait while a single thread performs the update.
We show the results where threads randomly choose operations with a distribution of 50 percent INSERT and 50 percent DELETEMIN in Fig. 6c . As the level of concurrency increases, the overall throughput peaks at some point where the executions strike a balance between the increasing throughput of INSERT and the decreasing throughput of DELETEMIN. 8DPQ exhibits the best overall throughput, outperforming LJPQ by 50 percent starting from eight threads. Our algorithm allows insertion of new nodes into a position before a logically deleted node. The concurrent executions of INSERT and DELETEMIN guarantees quiescent consistency, which is relaxed compared to linearizability. This helps improve throughput over Linden's logical deletion scheme where deletion threads cannot proceed past an ongoing insertion [16] . 4DPQ achieves about 10 percent speedup over 8DPQ on 64 and 128 threads at the price of being slower when the number of threads is low.
Figs. 6d 6e and 6c show the throughput of the algorithms on the SMP system. In Fig. 6d MDList-based and Skiplistbased approaches exhibits similar scalability trend as on the NUMA system, with 16DPQ outperform LJPQ by as much as of 70 percent starting from 10 threads. TBBPQ performs well its contiguous heap structure is specifically optimized for Intel chips, which provides larger cache than the AMD chip. In Fig. 6e 4DPQ and LJPQ perform equally well. In Fig. 6f 8DPQ and LJPQ achieve comparable throughput, obtaining 30 percent speedup over TBBPQ and 50 percent over HSPQ with 12 threads. Executions beyond 12 threads are preemptive, and the overhead of context switching leads to a reduction of 8DPQ and LJPQ's throughput.
Tuning
In Figs. 7a and 7b , we sweep the dimension of MDPQ from 4 to 32 on the NUMA system. The lighter color on the color coded heat map indicates higher throughput. In Fig. 7a , we observe the max throughput converges towards four dimensions on most scale levels. In Fig. 7b we increase the number of insertions to create a write-dominated workload. This is to simulate the typical access pattern of best-first search algorithms, in which a worker thread insert multiple new nodes (search state) upon dequeuing the node with highest priority [3] . On all scale levels, we see that the throughput converges towards 12 dimensions. This implies that if the access pattern of the user application is taken into account the performance of MDPQ can be optimized without knowing how many threads are going to access the data structure. The dimensionality sweep also reveals that the overall throughput is capped with 16 threads. This implies that the algorithms with inherent sequential semantics, such the DELETEMIN operation, pose scalability challenges for NUMA systems.
In Fig. 7c we evaluate the performance impact of purge threshold R. We observe that the maximum throughput converges towards 32 R 64. Note that R 4 greatly limits the throughput under high concurrency. Generally, smaller R values cause more frequent purges, which incurs overhead. Larger R values result in more undeleted nodes, which slows down logical deletion. Good R values strike a balance between these two scenarios.
In summary, MDPQ provides scalable performance under high concurrency. The locality of its operations makes it suitable for NUMA architectures where remote memory access incurs considerable performance penalties. On an SMP system with low levels of concurrency, MDPQ performs better than the state of the art skiplist-based approaches under write-dominate workload and equally well under mixed workload. MDPQ can also adapt to different workload: a high-dimensional priority queue behaves more like a tree and speeds up insertions; a lowdimensional priority queue behaves more like a linked list and speeds up deletions.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduced a lock-free priority queue design based on a novel multi-dimensional list. The proposed MDList guarantees logarithmic worst-case search time by mapping keys into high dimensional coordinates. We exploited spatial locality to increase the throughput of the INSERT operation, and adopted quiescent consistency to address the sequential bottleneck of the DELETEMIN operation. When compared to the best available skiplist-based and heap-based algorithms, our algorithm achieved an average of 50 percent speedup on a 64-core NUMA system. We plan to further evaluate our approach on SMP system with more cores, such as Intel Xeon Phi, to verify potential performance gain under high concurrency. The performance of an MDList-based data structure can be tailored to different access patterns by changing its dimensionality. This implies the possibility of a workload aware algorithm. Furthermore, an MDList provides a scalable alternative to skiplists and search trees, which opens up opportunities for implementing other multiprocessor data structures, such as dictionaries and sparse vectors.
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